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3 UMM A I Y 

Laminat« boards aro Manufacturad of resin impregnated popar ay propalai 

together several layara under groat preeaure, and in raiaod tsaporatnrs» 

Tbo eerfaee formed of melanine reoin and paper ia hard« and «oil resistant 

to abrasion and host«   Variations In relativo humidity of tao air asso) a 

dlsa4vamtageoua offoot upon the diaonaions of the board, oaaainf tensions 

in installed boards. 

Decorative laninato ia widely used for kitchen cabinets, furniture of 

cafes, botola and hospitals, and interiora of ships, bases sad trains« 

fas board la usually glued on wooden board, but it may also be fizad 

e*s> on «alls with the aid of strips« 

A surface covered with decorative laninato is easy to keep olean, it ia 

hygienic, beautiful, and very durable« 

1/ Ine viewa and opinions exproaaed in thia paper are those of the author aad 
do not neoeaearily reflect the viewa of the Secretariat of ram».    Thia 
document has been reproduced without formal editing. 
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Nowadays many plastic materials are used as interior linings, 

such as initiation leather, plastic covered textiles, plastic filas, 

and to a very large extent, laminate boards« 

Paper ^ased decorative plastic laminate boards (in short decora- 

tive laminates or laminate boards) are manufactures, as the name 

suggests, from paper and plastic.    Plastic iopregnated papers are pressed 

at an elevated temperature under particularly high pressure (100 kp/oa . 

i«e« I4OO p«s«i«) between steel plates into a homogenous board» 

Dsoorative laminate contains two different types of plastic and three 

types of paper.    The core part consists of a kraft paper and phenolic 

formaldehyde resin« and the visible surface part consist of décorative), 

nrinted or uniooloared paper and completely transparent overlay«   Beth 

of these papers have been impregnated with melanine formaldehyde resin* «aioli 

is a hard olear substance highly resistant to heat«    (Figure l). 

OVERLAY   • M£IAMIN£ RESlN 

DECOR   PAPER 4  MElAMtNE 
RESIN 

CORE PAPERS • PHENOLIC RCSIM 

«ELEASt    PAPER 

FIGURE   1 THE   CONSTRUCTION   OF  LAMINATE    BOARD 
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2«     Fireproof laminates 
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In principle, postfonning lammaten are manufactured in the sane 

way an ordinary laminates.    The renin has ìxmn modified no that it is 

possible once more to soften it,  and thus to bend  the board two- 

dimensionully.    As a result, curved comers can be -"'do.    For this, the 

user of the board mut;t have equipment  for heating the board up to  160°C, 
and bending it as decirad. 

Fireproof boards are used in ships.    In these boards, certain 

substances have been added to the resin or paper, which prevent the 

board from burning.    It in possible to make the board self-extinguishing, 

and unable to bum further.    However, the laminate is charred to aa 

extent depending on the oircumatanoes of the fire.   Direot laminated 

boards differ most from ordinary laminate.   They are made by pressing 

decorative paper straight on the ohipboard surface.   Thus a pressure 

of only 15 kp/ca2 can be used to avoid compressing the ohipboard. 

Direot laminated chipboard is used for inner surfaces of kitoban 

furniture, but not for table tops.    It is of course, less durable than 

the actual laminate, but cheaper, because gluing is not needed at all, 

because lamination and "gluing" are oarried out at the sama stage.   The 

use of laminate has continoti sly increased in the whole world;    in 

Western Sirope the increase has been about 10 per cent a year.   This is 

•ainly because laminate makes it possible to obtain durable, beautiful 
and hygienic surfaces. 

The nppearanoe of laminate b-ard depends on the decor paper and 

surface finish.   As mentioned, the decorative paper may be decorative, 

printed or uni coloured.   Printed patterns are divided into three main 

groups*    woodgrain imitations, textile imitations and fantasy patterns. 

The printing oylinders are made by photogravure method; thus it is 

possible, for example, to make the woodgrain look genuine. 

However, the diameter of the cylinder is usually only about 30 on 

(1 foot), which means that the same pattern is repeated at spaces of 

one meter. The largest factories have their own printing machines and 

pattern collections, the middle-sized and small ones buy their printed 

papers from the same subcontractors« Thus exactly the same patterns 

are included in the collections of several different producers« It is 

also possible to buy solo rights for a certain cylinder and in this way 
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get an individual putharn in -h<j .: elìco-„ion. 

Unicoloured decor papen: n.rß + "riOT*oughly coloareu already in the paper 

machine of ti a paper factory. The r\ ¿ruit of thi^ is ti.it it in not 

worth while to manufacturo ver;: smaì"1 quantities of soia separately 

chosen colour* 

Attempa must bo r.3ân  to *:cplain ~ although it in very difficult - to 

architects that it is easier to harmonise the paints according to the 

laminate, than to find a laminate to match a cartain 3hade of paint. 

It is also poGrsiblo to affect th«  appearance of the V.oard by the 

surface finish, which is normally »iithv glossy, semimatt or matt. 

Recently, the marketing of so called three-dimensional surfaces has been 

started* Perhaps the most popular of them is the woodgrain imitation 

with porous finish, which produces a surface more wood-like than before)« 

The third dimension has also been employed in the textile imitations, in 

order to obtain textured surfaces« 

If the decorative paper and overlay of the laminate are omitted, 

the product is called industrial laminate or technical laminate« 

It is mainly used in machine parta, and in furniture, e.g. on ths 

reverse side of table tops to give sufficient homogeneity to the 

construction« 

By changing the amount of core paper in the laminate it is possible 

to vary the thickness considerably. As a curiosity, it is possible to 

make board of even 50 mm (2 inches) thickness« The thinnest qualities 

for sal« are 0.5 mm« The most common thicknesses on th« market arel 

1.6, 1«4, 1«0, 0«8, and 0.7 mm. Generally, the manufacturers aim at thick- 

nesses ' from 1«6 to 1.0 mm, because it is difficult to handle the 

thin qualities in large sheet sizes« They are inclined to break and 

crack, thus the result io no cheaper than if thicker boards were used« 

Boards between 1.6 and 1.0 mm are mainly used for horizontal surfaces 

and thin qualities (from 1.0 to 0,7 mm) for vertical surfaces. They 

do not require especially high resistance to abrasion, and the overlay 

can thus be omitted, especially when unicoloured boards are conoerned« 

As a result, the hardness and simultaneous fragility of the board is 

decreased. The thickness tolerance is usually t 10 per cent. The 

sise of the boards varie« considerably with different manufactures. 
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The length nonnally vE-,ri««j  between ¿A;3 *vr.d   viO cr;  („8  f-?et and 

12 feet),  and  ;he widtn between 12S and L'4r> cm ( AC net and 6 feet); 

the us^al dimension3 aro 12S x 245 era ¿AJ  X 3') and  ]¿cj x 305 cm 

(4' x 10*).    3y fer tha most  common width,  is between  122 and 

127 era»   for t'jo kitchen table widtL. can h-i obtained  rrom it. 

Because ih<? product  is r>cld cut   to certain sizes, <und not  for 

example in rol is, wasto occurs both ,n longitudinal and transvers« 

directions* 

TOE MOST COMMOtf TÏPES OF LAMLWES AKD 'Í'HSIH PROPERTIES 

Decorative laminate is very resistant to wear abrasion*   Another 

important advantage is that it tolerates a temperature over 100 degrees 

Celsius (212°F).   A kettle filled with boiling water can easily be 

placed on laminate board, and even a burning cigarette may remain on 

it for two minute-a, without dmaginp the curfaon.    These good 

properties are mainly due to the malanimo resin which i3 hard and 

transparent.    In boards for horizontal surfaces, this property is in- 

creased "by an overlay with particularly high resin content* 

Decorative laminato also has certain advantages because it 

contains three different material:': paper, phenolic resin, and melaaine 

resin*    All  the substances have their own peculiar physical and chemical 

characteristics*   When these materials are laminated, the oore part and 

the surface behave in different ws.    Variations in temperature and 

humidity cause tensions between the layers which may result in delami- 

nation and warping.    The characteristics of the paper cause moat of the 

negative effects, and because 60 per cent of the laminate consists of 

papert the resins are unable to eliminate the effects completely« 

However, the paper fibres are able to absorb moisture from the air they 

expand, and in dry circumstances again give out water, and they shrink* 

The result of this i3 that the dimensiona of the board change somewhat 

with the relative humidity of the air,  i.e. when the laminate is kept 

in great hvmidity it expands, and in dry circumstances it shrinks 

(Figure 2).    Por example if the laminate is taken from cold and moist 

storage, glued on chipboard, and later kept in dry circumstances, it 

will shrink; however, when glued it only stretches and causes heavy 

tension*   If the chipboard is not firmly fixed it will bend and in 
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FI6URE   2 DIMEN^MAL   S7ABI LHY OF  L AMIMAIE   BOARD 

extreme oircomstanoes the laminate will crack. This danger ìB avoided 

by gluing the laminate in normal circumstanees, not particularly moiet 

or dry. The disadvantages ar«> thus partly eliminated. Tha paper also 

causes the strength of the board, and the abovementioned dimensional 

stability, to be different in transverse and longitudinal directions. 

The paper fibres are more oriented in the longitudinal direction, the 

saae characteristic is also apparent in the laminate. The result is 

that board swells and shrinks in the transverse direction «ore than in 

the longitudinal direction. Swelling from bone dry to tropical moist 

may b« 0.8 per oent crosswise and 0.3 per c»ot in the longitudinal 

direction or the tension may correspond to this. The same differenoe 

also appears in tensile strength and modulus of elasticity, which are 

greater in the longitudinal than in the tranverse direction. Although 

paper causes the above disadvantage, it   of course, on the other 



hand, vail rei.nforc; the '.oa xl.  Ti i;, a3r:<¡ ver;- oi.y te print 

various imitation pattona ^n ' aner, 

IÍEMA atandarrir (i.'ationax ¿vieotriu M; •nufactur^rs1 Association, 

K.Y. ) aro mostly urp-i to contaci the -lualit;: of laminate boards. 

Some other standardn could alto be nentianed, such ..?.  DIN in Germany, 

British Standards, and 313 m Scandinavia. 

Their code, numbers and net hod;, for measuring the most usual 

properties are 31 ven ir, tabi«» '. 

Most laminate» 1?. used <\>r coveting forniture or for covering 

walls which aro exposed to wer.r and which easily get dirty, especially 

those in public bvildings. 

Normal decorative laminate« with melanine surface are used for 

these purposes. In manufacture table tope e.g. so-called counterboard 

(a laminate board without melarame layer) ha3 to be fixed under the 

tabi« top. This prevents the warping of the board. These counter- 

boards normally comprise about 30 pe* cent of the quantity of deoorstlvo 

laminates. If the board is long, and warping is fully prevented, bota 

•ides must have identical laminates with raelamine surface glued to them« 

Finally ao-called postforming laminates can be mentioned* These 

laminates can be bent to permanent fors by warping the laminate board 

to about 135-140°C and bending it quickly against a mould. Aftor 

the cooling of the laminate board the bending radius remains permanent. 

Ths post forming laminates generally comprise about 5-20 per oent of 

the total uantity of normal decorative laminates. 7*1« following 

technical characteristics can be oonsidered as typioal properties of 

deoorative laminates: 

Bending strength 

Bonding strength 

Tensile strength 

Tonsils strength 

in lengthwise direction 

in crosswise direction 

in lengthwise direction 

in crosswise direction 

Modulus of elasticity in lengthwise direction 

Modulus of elasticity in crosswise direction 

Thermal expansion   in lengthwise direction 

Thermal expansion   in crosswise direction 

Heat conductivity   0.208 w/m°C v 

ca. 

oa. 

ca. 

oa. 

1800 kp/om2 

1J00 kp/o*2 

800 kp/om2 

600 kp/m2 

ca. 143000 kp/om2 

ca. 95OOO kp/om2 

0.11 x. 10-ty°C 

0.14   x 10~V°C 



The mechanical f.aaractari::Uc ; of counterboards  are a little bit 

lower for medulas of olant.city,   h:it   itherwim  qre  of the same magnitude 

aa the properties cf decorativa iairmates. 

Normal  1.0 -  I.4 un lamina* ea   i-.n t,-*  b«nb  to a radius of about 

30-4O cm wit »ont  rial: of damage m  ung-time uae.    When using so-called 

post forming laminata;   th? best ^ualuies can bo bent to the radius of 

about 4-5 cr,  but normally to a radinr.  ,->f about  10.   cm. 

Melaminu piasti or,  no-call id,aro vary resintant  to all chemioals, 

and generally it  can be said that  the lamnate -urface resist all 

erpicala which are USOri in household,  hospitalr, .and  institutions, with 

the exception of aome easily staining organic  colourants which may 

leave a spot difficult  to olean on the surface. 

KACHDTDfO ATO OWING OF ÍAMINáTBS IN IJHNITircE INDUSTOY 

as a general rula, the majority of machines used in joinery product- 

ion are suitable for the machining of laminate board.   Nevertheless, for 

constant use it is advisable to provide machines with tungsten  oarbide 

bits, as their lasting sharpness improves the finishing of board edges, and 

speeds up the manufacturing   prooess.   When laminate boards are sawn into 

sites oorresponding to those of the base material the board must be 

placed against «he saw blade so that it will cut the decor side first. 

In factory processing,  straight cuts are made by circular saws, 

and curved cuts by band-saws.    (Figures 3 and 4). 

r 
ri 
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'l       if      ii 

Q.- :--0:---Q:-: CI". 
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F IGOR« A  CUTTING   BLADE  RECOMMEND FOR CUTTING 

LAMINATE  rOARD 
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CLEARANCE     Aatu 

TOOT* Pa,*,. 

*»*v^ 

HOOK AIVCLí 

FIGURE 4. TBS CHÜaClÄISTICS Of A GIKDUI 81V »-**» 
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Tas parpo., of aaohlaing laminato bafort glaiag l. «saaiiy to est th« to 
roltabls sisss for fitta* and installation tuagstsn oarbido bit« with ria 
•*••* of 50 - 60 a/s aro ustd for saving, with o food «pood of 0.2 - 
0.3 a/s.   Laainat« bMrda oan «loo be oat la too OOM way M «UM, »y 
cutting up too dooor aldo with a thorp oattlag tip sad by banding 
quiokly towards o otoop odgo la wbioh OMO tat laminato brooks bat tat 
ooro part «pli tt with abort 0.2 aa toloraaoo.   Tao abova-aanti« 
of «orkiaf is aaoh oatd whan laaiaato boards aro iastallod for 
of walls with tat btlp of installation strips to oovar tat odgst.   Oftoa 
a aoraal guillotino is aood for oattiaf laaiaats boards« 

«Ma tas laminai« is to bo (load oa to a bass «atorlai, o.g. on 
chipboard, tao finishing tasa usually aast bo final la ardor to avoid 
txtra oosts, and taoroforo a wary good oattiag odgo lo A satiri til     If a 
aoraal saw is availably Ualnato boards most bo eat with 5-10 «a 
toloraaoo to tao flati sits sad tata bt plaaod to «not dlaoatioao sad 
» vory good odgo finish.   A oattor with high revolutions («boat 15000» 
18000 rpa)f   sad * ri« tpood of oa. 80 a/s. should bo usad.    In saving 
tho laminato board diroot to tao final siso - tao «stood follows! 
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more and mom nowadays, very fart tungsten oarbide bits with quit« 
closely spaced teeth should be used.    The boot tooth pitch i3 10 - 12 ma 

with a rim speed of up to 100 m/s.    In this caae one tooth cuts about 

20 - 50 /im of the material» 
When a decorative laminate   is laminated on both sides of the core 

(e.g. partióle board), and even finishing track is demanded on both the 

upper and the under side, the under side has to be opened with   a 

separate blade before final sawing.   This method is seen in Figure 5. 

When sawing several laminate boards at on« time, 3-5 boards, only 

the undermost board need be opened, but then strong pressura ham to be 

used to bind the boards firmly together during the sawing* 

nAAAjt^^ 

*VE-^E 
\ 

FIGURE   5. SAMISO OP A BOMB LaMBfaTH) « BOTH SID« WITH 
9C0KHQ Sail 
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FIGURÉ"   6. TUT   EDGES 

THE KDQE OP LAMHIAT3 BOAHDS SHOULD ALWAYS BE MACHHTED OR 
ROUNDED Di A MACHINE OR BY PILE 

The edges of tha boards are machined as in Figur« 6 in ordor to 

avoid splitting. This is carried out either with a cutter or a filo 
after the edging. 

about 500-1000 rJ/ of laminate boards can be out with the 
present tungsten carbide bits bofore resharpening.    In Figure 3 

you can see the shape of a blade profile known to be very durable. 

CLtmia OP LAMINATES 

Laminate board is fixed by gluing on the framework which is 

usually of wooden board, such as ohipboard,block- or laainboard, 

plywood.   Metal and stone base may also be considered (Figures 7 and 8). 

There are generai rules for the application of wood glues, such 

as urea glue, PVA, and those based on phenol, and in special oases, 

oontaot glues and hot-melting glues.    The following rules can be 

applied depending upon both the particular cireuastanoee and the avail- 
able means for pressing. 

Jy rm • running metra 
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I. LAMINIATE    B04RD 

rMS.C MATCRlAL 

-LAM ¡N/ATE    BOARD   OR 
LAMINATE    COUNTER-BOARb 

FIGURE   7, LAMINATE    COUNTER-BOARD 

WHEN   PARTICLE O»   BLOCKBOARD,   PLYWOOD,   DOOR   FRAME 
STRUCTURES    AND  SIMILAR    ITEMS   ARE   COVERED   WITH 
LAMÍNATE   BOARD,    IT   IS NECESSARY   TO  MAKE   USE   OF 
A   COUNTER-BOARD. 

 LAMINATE    rfOARO    W MM 

 EDGE    STRIP OF OAK OR   PINE 

 HARDBOARD 

 FRAMEWORK 

•    - CELL-CONSTRUCTION 

FIGURE   S. CROSS   SECTION   OF   A   DOOR. 
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1. Us« PVA   dispersion glue (cold cured) when good resistance to 
heat and moisture is not essential. 

2. Use oold-curing glues if ample preasing capacity is available 

and there is no special need for moisture resistano«. 

3. Use hot-curing urea glues if the framework material is sufficiently 

sturdy to prelude the effects of tension resulting fro« thermal 
•xpansion. (30¿ PTA dispersion with urea glue.) 

4. Us« phenol and resorcine «lues when speoial moisture resistano« 
is required. 

5«     Us« contact glues when a press is either not available or im- 
practical to use. 

6. Us« «poxy glues or two-ooe^oneirt-contact glue when laminate boards 
are to be fixed to metal surfaces. 

7. Us« hot-«elting for edging tabi« tops and other edged panels. 

In snar ease, manufacturer's instruction« should be obeerved during 
giving. 

»• sTl«t i« generally spread on both sides of the core material at 
tao same time e.g. ohipboerd, so that the amount of glu« i« about 1» - 

140 g/m .   (hi the even core material, as on a surfaced wood, a »mailer 

assount of glu« i« enough.   Rollare are used to spread tb* glu«, the 

board being pushed between them.   The amount of glu« is regulated by 

adjusting the margin between the scrapers and roller«. 

Chipboards, laminboards and fibreboarda are considered as the 

boat oor« materials for gluing«   Plywood and wood are more difficult 

materiale, bseaas« ohangas in moi «ture content on th«ir surface oaaa« 

aft«r the gl«« «preading, laminate» are placed on the «ore   and 

«•t into the giving preee.   As a nal« up to 50 board« oan be preesed 

•t on tin«.   Usto, however, oare should be taken that tao «wpreeeion 

strength i« about 3-4 kp/om2 to eompaosst« for warping «to.   A 

auffioiant preaeing time is about 15 minutes.   In this method, oold- 

curing P?A (polyrinyl-elcohol) or uraaforaaldehyd« gluee are uaed. 

wb«n hot-curing glue« are used, «uoh as ursaformaldehyd« or phenol 
glu«*, températures higher than 70°C are not recoeaunded.    Pressing 
tin» is generally about 5 - 15 minutes. 

Suitabl« materials for edging strips are wood, metal or plastic. 
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Wood and plastic strips should be afixed by gluing.    When metal 

strips are used, they should be firmly attached to the framework with 

screws set as closely together as is expedient (Figures 9 and 6). 

   8L0CKBG/lR[> 

'"'\"" '   I      !  !  • i        ir  i 
-WOODEN  £D6£ 

—PLY WOOD 

1AMINA1E  STRIP 

CHIPBOARD 

FIGURE   9 CUREMATERIALS    AND   EDGE   FORMS 

Laminate board can be used as edging Material simply by gluing it 

on the framework, and by rounding off or planing th* joining edges. 

Ott the vertical surfaces, 1aninate can also be attached with strips« 

Either link strips or capping strips, whioh «ay be of aluminium, 

plastic or wood, are used« In addition to strips, also elastic glue 

may be used in the middle part of the board« This installation «ethod 

is used e.g. in kitohens for oovering the wall between cupboards, in 

bathrooms and toilets, ships and trains« 

In handling of laminates the most usual error is that care has not 

sufficiently been taken of the moisture content of laminates« In Figura 2 

the dimensional changes of the laminate board can be seen as a function 

of the relative humidity of ths air. If the laminate board is glued 
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when too moist on the core material, the board can split during 

drying. This depends on the fact that the core material cannot dry 

and shrink in the same way as the laminate, because the laminate is 

a good moisture barrier for the core material. It would be desirable 

for laminates to be kept for ca. 2 weeks at 5° P«r cent relative 

humidity or oa. 12 hours in a warm drying plant of 50°C where the 

relative humidity is quite low« 

In the machining of laminates the most aeual faults, character- 

istic of this material, are the splitting which begin from edges and 

holme» Therefore a small hole should always be drilled firet at the 

corner before making acute openings, Similiarly, a wide hole ought 

to be drilled before fixing nails or screws to the board» 

Is a rule it can be said that laminates are reoo—ended for use 

whore surfaces of high quality which are highly resistant to wear and 

ohmaioals are desired, aa for covering walls in kitchens hospitals, and! 

public buildings, aa well aa theatres, schools, ships and busses. I 
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